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Over the last three years, I have developed a range of active resources in the classroom from articulate cards to sorting and categorising items for discussion. Due to COVID-19 lockdown, we become bound to our home offices, kitchen tables and bedrooms and these were left gathering dust. Currently, Learning Development deliver sessions online with only special exception for programmes where content is face to face. The current climate does not allow these types of active sessions to work as they require a group to be tactile and congregate around the resource. This led me to experiment with different applications, one of which is google drawings, which allows multiple users to view and edit the document simultaneously and/or synchronously (Ward and Blanchfield, 2018).
This is a neat way of allowing groups to participate in active learning collaboratively. These activities can be used in a range of ways throughout online sessions engaging in content as a starter activity, an initial or formative assessment. I will demonstrate how I instruct the task and demonstrate the different drag and drop activities I have used to compliment my sessions. The students have enjoyed participating in this type of activity and I am definitely using it more in my online sessions. Presenting would be a great way to gain some peer comments about the method.
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I am a qualified teacher and have 16 years’ experience teaching in further education in addition to managing and developing curriculum. I moved to the University of Northampton as a Learning Development Tutor in 2017 and developed a range of online resources igniting my research interest in the flipped classroom and active blended learning. I use my diverse knowledge of pedagogy to facilitate practical and engaging sessions which help to demystify academic skills.